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Abstract

Today’s malware variants are growing unprecedentedly and use sophisticated techniques to avoid detection by existing antivirus engines. This paper presents an automated method using static analysis
for extracting opcode sequences in a length of up to 5000 and employing these sequences for classifying potential malware into eight classes: ransomware, trojan, backdoor, rootkit, virus, miner, benign,
and other. Our empirical analysis compares four different classifiers: MLP, LSTM, GRU, and Transformer. The experimental results demonstrate that the GRU approach achieves the highest F1-score
of up to 89%. In addition, we analyze dynamic API call sequences. We use a public malware dataset that comprises more than 7000 sample sequences of 342 API calls each for apps from eight different
malware families. A GRU network achieves the best result for this dataset, producing an F1-score of 78%.

Contribution and Methodology

The main contributions are as follows:
(i) We show that using the open-source tools listed above to extract consecutive opcode
sequences from binaries can provide valid empirical data.

(ii) We calculate the frequency of opcodes for each malware category and implement SHAP
feature selection to obtain a good representation.

(iii) We benchmark four different neural network-based approaches to static opcodes and
dynamic API calls. The experiments highlight that a GRU yields a highly accurate classifier
for static and dynamic sequences.

3256 malicious files made up by VirusShare and URLhaus, and 744 FileHorse [1] benign samples
were used. We submitted the files to VirusTotal [2] and used at least five or more anti-virus
engines to assign a class label. The application will be assigned to the ”other” class if it is not in
the seven categories. We focus on “BaseOfCode”, a relative offset of code in code sections (.text)
loaded into the memory. We disassemble the application and carve out the opcodes from the
address of the .text section until the end of the file to statically analyze the behavior. We also
present an approach to automate and extract opcodes from the binary contents. The applications
used in this experiment are implemented by: UPX (Ultimate Packer for eXecutables), .NET
assemblies by Microsoft .Net CLI and Mono, and Zlib compression. Given that all data are
consecutive sequences of a length of at most 5000, the four different types of neural networks
investigated here are an appropriate choice. We also use SHAP [3] feature select to choose the
top 20 features across all categories. The following steps are also automated:

• Check the application implemented: UPX, Mono/.Net, Zlib.

• Disassemble the executables to obtain disassembled files.

• Search and remove flag/segment registers, interrupt instruction, illegal/(bad), and dead
code.

• Extract the first 5000 opcodes.

Fig. 1: Opcode Extraction.

Fig. 2: Top 3 opcodes for ransomware, trojan, miner, and benign class for selected n1 and n55 features.

Experimental Results

We have utilized four algorithms: LSTM, GRU, Transformers, and MLP, to classify malware
categories on our opcodes and public dynamic APIs [4] with 7107 malicious samples, recording
the Windows 7 API calls from application execution in the Cuckoo sandbox. GRU is the best
classifier for both opcodes and APIs. The experimental results from 10-fold cross-validation on
these classifiers are as below:

Fig. 3: Model Evaluation with average 10 fold cross-validation on hyperparameter tuning for opcodes.

Fig. 4: Model Evaluation with average 10 fold cross-validation on hyperparameter tuning for API calls.

Fig. 5: Average Confusion matrix for cross-validation, GRU, Opcodes.

Fig. 6: Average ROC Curve for cross-validation, GRU, Opcodes.
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